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Abstract

India has set an ambitious renewable energy target of 450 GW by 2030. Meeting the target will require $600 billion in financing for new generation and grid infrastructure, including $200 billion for PV and wind capacity. Sector financing must scale rapidly to meet this target. Mobilizing needed capital will be difficult given the complex renewable energy (RE) sector investment risks. The goals of this paper are to: 1) guide stakeholders in systematically understanding these risks and 2) empower them with risk mitigation strategies. We complement this body of work by presenting Indian RE sector insights that have been distilled from 18 months of 40 primary research interviews with leading sector investors, independent power producers, consultants and policymakers.

The work begins by overviewing India’s RE progress to date and motivating a systematic understanding of sector investment risks. The power sector’s political-economic structure is then explained. The financial distress of India’s DisComs is emphasized along with its troubling impact on RE investments. Subsequently, nine strategic sector investment risks and corresponding mitigation strategies are discussed: project development risk, offtaker risk, stranded asset risk, volume risk, curtailment, regulatory risk, inflation, exchange rate risk, and tail risk. Offtaker risk—the most significant risk—is comprehensively discussed. Finally, we raise critical questions on evolving variables that will determine the future sector risk profile. The ideas and frameworks presented herein are also relevant to emerging markets with a similar power sector structure.

1. Introduction

1.1. India’s monumental energy transition

India is amidst a monumental energy transition—with global consequences. With a colossal number of 1.39 billion people [1], India’s is already the world’s 3rd largest energy consumer and greenhouse gas emitter (behind China and the United States). The country’s demand for energy, however, has only just begun. India’s per capita gross domestic product and electricity consumption are still quite modest compared to its peers, as shown in Fig. 1. The median Indian (65% of the population) still lives in a rural area, most likely as a farmer. Fewer than 3% of households own air conditioning (AC) units [2]; only 2.2% have cars [3]. India’s population is primed to continuously grow, industrialize, urbanize, and electrify their lives. Over the next two decades, India will urbanize 300 million people, double building space, add 640 million AC units, and add 240 million road vehicles [4]. During this period, India’s new total energy demand will be 25% of the global increase in total energy demand [4]. Meeting India’s doubling electricity demand will require adding power capacity equivalent to the European Union’s (EU) entire power system today [4]. Consequently, how India chooses to meet its future energy demand growth will have profound global environmental and market implications.

1.2. Rapid RE progress to-date

Rapid massive deployment of renewable energy (RE) has emerged as the centrepiece of India’s energy transition strategy. RE offers India persuasive advantages versus its historical paradigm of burning imported coal: reduced electricity costs, reduced current account deficits, increased energy security, pollution mitigation and a pathway to deliver on its global climate commitments [8–10]. Serious political commitment for RE began in the early 2010s [10–12] and has supercharged under the Modi government (2016–present) [8].

Policy pull [13] and market forces have unleashed rapid RE progress [14]. The present cumulative installed total photovoltaic (utility-scale
and rooftop) and wind capacity in India is 46 GW and 40 GW, respectively [15]. Between 2012 and 2021, total photovoltaic (PV) and wind capacity increased 46× and 2× [16]. Concurrently, average utility-scale PV and wind tariffs have dropped, respectively, by 66% and 27% [17]. Utility-scale capacity and weighted average utility-scale auction tariffs are shown in Fig. 2a and b [17]. While coal still dominates India’s total power capacity and energy generation mix (Fig. 3a and b) [14], PV and wind’s combined share of power capacity has surpassed 20% [14]. India’s installed PV and wind capacities are the fifth [4] and fourth [18] largest in the world, respectively. Recent RE tariffs of Rs 1.98–3.0/kWh ($0.03–0.04/kWh) are among the world’s lowest [14].

We note that India—like other emerging markets with a complex investment risk environment and capital scarcity [19,20]—is presently evaluating how to attract larger RE investment while not disrupting economic growth and fossil-fuel-dependent forms of economic activity [4]. The energy investment literature contains innovative statutory and contractual models for how RE investment can be stimulated in emerging economies, while harmoniously facilitating economic development reliant on conventional energy sources [21–23]. For example, Lebanon has employed upstream production sharing contracts to utilize a portion of the contractors’ profits for renewable energy investments [21]. Furthermore, a model for simultaneously awarding integrated energy contracts for upstream natural gas projects and renewable energy projects in Nigeria, Myanmar and Indonesia has also been discussed [22]. We anticipate such successes to inform future RE policy design in India and other emerging markets.

### 1.3. 450 GW RE target

Moving forward, India has set a massive 450 GW RE capacity target for 2030, including 300 GW PV and 140 GW wind targets [24]. This target is comparable to the entire capacity of the EU’s power system today [4]. Meeting this target will be a massive undertaking. Half a million acres of land must be acquired; half a billion PV modules installed, thousands of RE power plants built; existing grid infrastructure replaced and expanded. Required investment across generation and grid networks is estimated to be $600 billion (bn), including $200 bn for PV and wind [14]. This dwarfs the investment ($75 bn) for new PV/wind capacity between 2010 and 2019 [14].

Mobilizing this scale of financing will be challenging for two reasons. First, the largest source of present financing, the Indian banking system, simply doesn’t have more capital to lend. The system has long been structurally fragile, is deeply hit from the Covid-19 recession, and nearing regulated lending limits for the power sector [25]. Second, RE investments are fraught with complexity and risks [26,27]. Long project delays are routine, and Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) do not protect against inflation. The main power off-takers—State Distribution Companies (DisComs)—are delinquent in making their payments by an average of 11-months [28]. DisComs have spooked investors by cancelling signed 25-year PPAs worth billions of dollars [29]. Contract risks [29,30] are exacerbated by the weak and gradually slow Indian legal system.

For RE investors, who generally seek opportunities with stable long-term cash flows, many risk curtail their confidence in the sector and raise the sector risk premium [27,31–33]. The energy investment literature contains well developed theoretical and empirical models examining how various investment risks and risk mitigation instruments influence investor behavior when evaluating risk-return profiles [34–40]. Empirical historical studies have clearly shown that significant investment risks have deterred RE investor activity in both emerging [41–49] and developed [50–56] economies over the last two decades. It has been established that in India’s case, major investment risks presently limit the capital pool available to finance India’s RE transition [57,58]. This conclusion has been further buttressed by our findings from 40 primary interviews conducted for this work. Nearly all (i.e., 37/40) of the leading sector authorities interviewed—private equity investors, independent power producer (IPP) Executives, consultants, and policy makers—expressed concerns about unresolved investment risks limiting long-term sector capital flow.

### 1.4. Goals and outline of this work

These major investment challenges raise a key question: how will India attract the required financing to meet its ambitious 450 GW RE target? Policy reforms to both the banking sector—to free up capital—and the RE sector—to mitigate investment risks—are no doubt imperative. It is uncertain whether, how, and when such reforms may occur. Regardless, for India to meet its target, financiers and stakeholders must be confident they can successfully navigate sector investment risks.

The goals of this paper are to 1) guide stakeholders in systematically understanding sector investment risks and 2) empower them with risk mitigation strategies. The paper builds upon theoretical and empirical studies on the impact of RE investment risks in emerging and developed economies carried out over the last two decades. We complement this body of work by presenting new insights on the Indian RE sector risks that have been distilled from 18 months of 40 primary research interviews with leading sector investors, Independent Power Producers, consultants, and policymakers. The ideas and frameworks presented herein are relevant to emerging markets with a similar power sector structure.

We proceed as follows. First, we present the political-economic structure of the Indian power sector. We highlight the sector’s weakest link—DisComs—and explain their perpetual financial distress that endangers the entire power sector. Next, we discuss nine strategic RE sector investment risks and corresponding risk mitigation strategies. We comprehensively discuss off-taker risk—the most significant risk—and strategies to mitigate it. Finally, we raise critical questions on evolving variables that will determine the future sector risk profile.

### 2. Power sector’s federal political–economic structure

We now describe the federal political–economic structure of the Indian power sector (Fig. 4), which subsumes the RE sector. For reference, the Republic of India is a federal union consisting of a central government (the Centre) and 29 states and 8 union territories.
2.1. Electricity: a concurrent constitutional subject

The constitution classifies “electricity” as a “concurrent” subject [59], which grants both the central parliament and state legislatures jurisdiction over the power sector [60]. In practice, the Centre and states have distinct responsibilities and interests in the power sector. Their interests are often conflicting, creating sectoral dysfunction [61]. The Centre has authority over all international, national, and interstate power sector matters, while states have authority over state matters, including the entire distribution sector. The Centre is focused on macro issues like ensuring adequate power supply for economic growth, maintaining a reliable national grid, attracting sector investment, and meeting climate commitments. In contrast, states, via DisComs, directly supply end-consumers, who vote state politicians in and out of office. State politicians are loath to implementing major reforms—like increasing consumer tariffs to reflect true costs or privatizing DisComs—that would alienate voters.

The concurrent classification prevents the Centre from simply mandating states to improve DisComs’ finances and operations. India’s courts have not definitively proven that in the event central and state power sector laws conflict, central law will override [61]. With this ambiguity, the Centre has been careful not to impinge on state preferences and mandate nation-wide reforms that structurally address power sector dysfunction.

The Electricity Act, 2003 (EA) [62], is the primary legislation governing key power market functions. The EA is comprehensively detailed in Supplementary Material (SM) Table I.

2.2. Relevant governmental players and IPPs

National policymaking and power sector development planning is carried out by the Ministry of Power and the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) determines policies related to expanding deployment of RE.

National/interstate and state regulations are determined, respectively, by the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) and the State Electricity Regulatory Commissions (SERCs). CERC regulates licenses and tariffs of Generating Companies (GenCos) and their electricity generation and trading activities across states. SERCs determine tariffs for the generation, supply, transmission, and wheeling of electricity within their states. CERC and SERC related cases are adjudicated by the Appellate Tribunal for Electricity (APTEL).

Generation is undertaken by Central, State and private GenCos. Central GenCos have the freedom to supply electricity to multiple states, whereas state GenCos are limited to their respective states. Private GenCos, commonly referred to as Independent Power Producers (IPPs), sell electricity to central GenCos, DisComs or private consumers. Central, state, and private GenCos account for 25%, 28%, 47% of total national generation [63]. Among GenCos, NTPC is the largest electricity company in India, producing 17% of national electricity. Established in 1975, NTPC is a large publicly-traded diversified conglomerate, 54% owned by the Centre [64]. While its core business is building and
operating thermal plants, it recently announced a 60 GW RE capacity target by 2032 [65].

NTPC and the Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI), also owned by the Centre, are the largest offtakers of RE power, and referred to as "central offtakers". Compared to NTPC, SECI (founded in 2011) is a much younger, smaller, and exclusively RE-focused company. Under MNRE’s administrative control, SECI is tasked with implementing and facilitating MNRE’s mandate across all RE sources. The core RE-related business of NTPC/SECI is power aggregation and trading, which serves a strategically important sector role. In this business model, they act as intermediate power procurers on behalf of credit-risky DisComs (see Fig. 5), with whom IPPs are wary of directly contracting with [66–68]. NTPC/SECI stage competitive reverse-bidding auctions [8,69] with IPPs and typically procure electricity through 25-year PPAs. They sell contracted power to DisComs via Power Sale Agreements (PSAs) at nominal profit of Rs 0.05–0.07/kWh (i.e., trading margin) that buffers against DisCom payment delays/default [70]. To insulate themselves from market/execution risk, NTPC/SECI sign PPAs with IPPs only after DisComs first sign PSAs for the contracted power [70].

India’s distribution network is primarily (95%) managed by public state DisComs. DisComs buy power from generators and have a monopoly over distribution at regulated tariffs. Eight private DisComs also operate and mainly serve urban areas (including Delhi, Mumbai, and Kolkata). Hereafter we focus on state DisComs.

DisComs are chronically financially distressed [71]. We devote section 3 to detailing their distress. All RE stakeholders must thoroughly understand DisComs’ bleak condition for the following three reasons. First, DisComs are Generators’ primary customers. Second, DisComs are the only interface with end-consumers and therefore the cash register for the entire power sector. Third, DisComs are determiners of distributed RE project regulations. DisComs’ persistent financial distress threatens the viability of the entire power sector, generates major offtaker risk [72] for RE investments, and hinders distributed RE market growth.

2.3. Consumers

DisComs’ most significant consumer categories are residential, agricultural, commercial, and industrial (C&I). Consumers can also
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**Fig. 4.** The federal political-economic structure of the Indian power sector.

**Fig. 5.** Central offtaker (i.e., NTPC and SECI) intermediary contracting structure in federal auctions.
privately procure power per the EA. C&I consumers have several options to privately procure RE power: through land-based Open Access plants (structured as captive, group-captive, or third-party projects) and rooftop PV. Open Access is a regulatory mechanism that allows a grid-connected consumer, with a load of 1 MW or more, to privately procure power. Through this mechanism, private generators, generate electricity outside the end-consumer’s premises, and wheel the electricity (for a fee) to the end-consumer’s premises. C&I customers have several incentives to privately procure RE electricity: lower costs by 15–40% [73], gain long-term cost commitment, satisfy mandated Renewable Portfolio Standard requirements [8,74], and meet corporate sustainability goals.

2.4. Financiers

Utility scale RE projects are typically financed with 20–30% equity and 70–80% debt [31,68]. Attracted by sector growth opportunities and asset consolidation, private equity (PE) funds and foreign institutional investors [57] have emerged as the dominant source of equity capital. At the project debt origination stage, domestic banks and Non-Banking Financial Companies are the largest financiers of debt. Operational brownfield assets are generally refinanced by public sector banks. Large institution-backed IPPs have the advantage of refinancing debt at comparatively lower rates in foreign bond markets.

2.5. Legal system

India has one of the world’s weakest and slowest legal systems that is characterized by an extremely limited capacity and poor contract enforceability [75]. On average, it takes nearly four years to enforce a contract in India, compared to one year in the U.S. (Fig. 6) [76]. Furthermore, routine corruption is rampant across the government bureaucracy and the judicial system [77].

As a remedy for the dysfunctional legal system, an extra-judicial system [60] has been established to resolve disputes in the power sector. EA authorizes CERC and SERCs to adjudicate disputes relating to interstate matters and intra-state matters, respectively. CERC is empowered to adjudicate upon disputes involving central GenCos or IPPs involved in interstate generation or transmission. SERCs are authorized to adjudicate upon disputes between licensees and generating companies. Both CERC and the SERCs also reserve the power to refer any dispute to arbitration. APTEL has suo moto jurisdiction to examine the validity of any CERC or SERC order and the power to entertain appeals against decisions of CERC and SERCs [60]. The relevant High Court of each state adjudicates on questions of law for parties aggrieved by the order of any electricity regulatory commission. Appeals against APTEL’s decisions, however, must be filed before the Indian Supreme Court.

3. DisCom financial distress: the power sector’s weakest link

We will now detail the financial distress of the DisComs, explain its root causes and how it creates problems for RE IPPs.

3.1. DisCos are chronically indebted

India’s DisCos are in a state of continuous financial loss [71]. Since 2003, DisCos’ average cost per kWh⁴ billed has been consistently higher than average revenue per kWh billed [79–81]. Currently, on average DisCos lose Rs 0.5–1.0/kWh delivered [82]. Their large operational losses create constant cash flow problems and insolvency challenges. They have hobbled through a decade-long liquidity crunch, with continuously larger payables than receivables. Fig. 7a shows their payables and receivables days, which have been consistently several times longer than contractual payment cycles with GenCos (30–60 days) and consumers (25 days) [83]. DisCos have dealt with a constant lack of cash by taking working capital loans, relying on state subsidies (16% of DisCom revenues [84]), and delaying payments to GenCos until receivables come in. Payment delays to GenCos range from 2 to 13 months, generating illiquidity issues across the power sector. Late payment dues to GenCos–partially captured on the PRAAPTI portal [85]–have consistently grown (Fig. 7b) [83]. Aggregate PRAAPTI dues (capturing data from sub-35% of total GenCos) stand at Rs 12 bn (of 9/21); total dues are likely severalfold larger [83].

From a balance sheet perspective, DisCos have a large negative net worth of Rs 111bn (FY19) with gross debt over Rs 69 bn (FY20) [84]. They are feebly positioned to service their high debt load, with a leverage ratio (gross debt/OPBDITA) of 2.4 × and interest coverage ratio of 0.4 × [84].

DisCos’ remain financially fragile despite receiving 3 massive Centre bailouts in the last 8 years (See 3.3). Bailouts have mostly comprised various loan write-offs or concessional loan refinancing. In the 2016 UDAY bailout [81], states took over DisCom debt by issuing Rs 32 bn in bonds [84]. UDAY debt deleveraging initially reduced annual book losses (Fig. 7a) and non-state government loans (Fig. 7b) between FY15-FY17 [84]. However, continuous operational losses and Covid-19 demand reduction have caused book losses and gross debt to surpass pre-UDAY levels.

3.2. Root causes of DisCos’ financial distress

DisCos chronically lose money because their average cost per kWh billed has been consistently higher than average revenue per kWh billed since 2003. This consistent unprofitability has four root causes:

1. Politicized low–tariffs unreflective of costs
2. High operational losses (AT&C losses)
3. Unreliable and inadequate state government subsidies
4. Inflexible and expensive procurement costs

We will now explain these causes, depicted in Fig. 8.

---

Footnote:

³ See Ref. [78] for Government of India methodology of calculating DisCom Average Cost of Supply (“ACS”); in Rs/kWh) and Average Realisable Revenue (“ARR”); in Rs/KwH). Ostensibly, DisCom “ACS-ARR Gap” data is to be used in determination of DisCom consumer tariffs.

⁴ Operating Profit Before Depreciation, Interest, Taxes and Amortisation (OPBDITA).
3.2.1. Politicized low–tariffs unreflective of costs

DisComs charge certain consumers artificially low tariffs unreflective of costs. This negatively impacts their revenues and profitability. Low tariffs are set through a highly politicized and institutionalised process that prevents DisComs from simply raising tariffs. Each FY, DisComs calculate appropriate tariffs for each consumer category based off projected distribution sales and costs. Calculated tariffs are presented to the state government and SERC for approval. Approved tariffs, however, are substantially lower than those proposed for important voting blocks: agricultural, residential, below-poverty line households, and religious entities [29,82]. Ostensibly, this is done for social welfare. Practically, politicians of all parties co-opt cheap power to curry favour with crucial voting blocks [29,82]. State governments later announce a lump-sum subsidy (“subsidy booked”) to compensate DisComs for tariff markdowns. In practice, the “subsidy realized” is much lower than booked and delivered very late [82,86]. Once set, tariffs are also infrequently revised, and have not kept pace with inflation over the last decade [14,29].

Tariffs for different consumer groups vary widely, with large variations across states. Representative tariffs are Rs 0–1/kWh for agricultural; Rs 4–6/kWh for residential; Rs 7.5–10/kWh for C&I [63]. Providing free electricity to farmers is an institutionalised political handout that has been occurring for decades.

Of the top 20 industrialised Asian nations, India is the only one to charge C&I consumers substantially higher tariffs than residential consumers—is significantly large and implemented to compensate for revenue lost to subsidies. Across India, C&I consumes 37% of total electricity but pays 49% of total revenue; agriculture consumes 22% of total electricity but pays less than 4% of total revenue [63].

3.2.2. High operational losses (high AT&C losses)

High operational losses reduce DisCom cash flows. Losses are quantified by the Aggregate technical and commercial losses (“AT&C”) [88]:

$$AT&C\ Losses = \frac{1 - (Billing\ Efficiency \times Collection\ Efficiency)}{} \times 100,$$

where

Billing Efficiency = Total energy billed to consumers (kWh) / total energy supplied to distribution area (kWh) over time window.

Collection Efficiency = Consumer revenue collected (Rs) / billed amount (Rs).

Despite several bailout-linked reforms, average DisCom AT&C losses remain high at 20%. Fig. 10 shows these losses are well above the UDAY
15% target by 2019, and 6% losses of average private DisComs [84]. High state DisCom losses derive from poor grid infrastructure, theft, corruption, and billing/collection inefficiencies [29,71,82,86]. In comparison, low-loss private DisComs benefit from superior operational management and serving primarily urban areas with low exposure to agricultural consumers [82,84]. Notably, state DisCom AT&C losses vary widely by state. Losses range from sub-15% in more-developed (and often populous) states (e.g., 12% in Gujarat) to above-30% in less developed states (e.g., 38% and 44% in Uttar Pradesh and Nagaland, respectively) [81].

**Fig. 8.** Root causes of DisComs’ financial distress.

**Fig. 9.** Schematic of “cross-subsidy” from commercial and industrial DisCom-consumers to agricultural and residential DisCom-consumers.
3.2.3. Unreliable and inadequate state-government subsidies

Promised subsidies from states—estimated to be 16% of DisCom revenues in FY22 [84]—are often late or never delivered, resulting in expanded losses on DisCom books. Ballooning state deficits further jeopardize already undependable state-government support [86].

3.2.4. Inflexible and expensive procurement costs

Across India, 90% of electricity is contracted through long-term bilateral PPAs. Presently the spot market is very thin and immature; no strong time-of-day pricing mechanism exists as in other developed countries. Power procurement costs, primarily via PPAs, constitute 75% of DisComs’ total structure [82]. DisComs have inflexible, expensive power procurements costs that undermine their operating financials. The primary sources of these inflexible, expensive procurement costs are fixed-charges (i.e., capacity-charges) from coal capacity, and the “must-run” RE mandate.

DisComs are burdened by legacy coal PPAs that contain fixed-cost charges [89] they must pay regardless of their coal power consumption volume (i.e., even if no power is drawn from a plant). These fixed-charges are substantial. Out of the Rs 4/kWh characteristic coal tariff DisComs pay coal generators, fixed-charges represent nearly 50% of the total cost [90]. Fixed charges have become increasingly burdensome as coal fleet Plant Load Factors (PLFs) have rapidly fallen. Between FY10–FY20, the coal fleet’s national average PLF has fallen from 78% to a historic low of 55% [14]. Decreasing coal PLFs have resulted from one, the government overinvesting in new coal capacity (between 2011 and 2016) due to overestimating future power demand in the early 2010s, and two, RE gaining share due to its priority dispatch—electricity sector, but also contagion across the entire Indian financial sector [80].

Moving forward there is no clear path for DisComs to stop paying expensive fixed charges to coal generators. Legally, it is not straightforward to renegotiate coal PPAs as some sector analysts have advocated [86,92,93]. Moreover, presently it is not technico-commercially viable to blankly retire coal plants. It is true that newer RE tariffs are lower than those of many coal plants—particularly those far away from coal mines that bear high coal transportation costs—and India’s coal fleet contains $100+ bn of stranded assets [29]. The current grid, however, needs “excess” coal capacity to maintain grid reliability when intermittent RE power plants stop generating. For example, coal generation is absolutely essential during India’s evening peak, when RE contributes only a few percent of total generation on many days of the year [91]. Furthermore, coal plants can generate substantially more energy/MW capacity than RE, given their higher PLFs. Coal plants are designed to operate at a PLF (75%) 3 times greater than observed Indian PV and wind plants in India. Ideally, under India’s present cost-plus [89] system, the fixed costs of maintaining “excess” coal capacity should be borne by consumers. This, however, is unlikely to happen given politicized low tariffs. Transition to more flexible power system would allow DisComs more flexibility to manage their system costs and meet environmental regulations. Such a system could incorporate widespread spot market procurement, strong time-of-day pricing, and a smart grid allowing for great coordination across states and regions [91]. It is unclear how and when a transition to such a system would occur.

CERC’s RE “must-run” mandate also contributes to inflexible, high DisCom costs. The mandate forces DisComs, when scheduling power amongst all possible generators, to first buy intermittent RE power, regardless of RE tariffs relative to other available sources or DisComs’ needs. This is particularly problematic for one, older RE plants [92] sell DisComs at tariffs (Rs 8–12/kWh) [29] far greater than the current average coal tariffs (Rs 4/kWh) and two, certain wind plants produce peak power when demand is low.

DisComs are therefore trapped in a situation where they must pay fixed coal charges, regardless of their coal generation consumption, and are forced to buy all the RE generated, regardless of RE offtake costs relative to other sources, RE intermittency problems, and DisCom real-time power needs.

3.3. Prior DisCom reforms have failed

Major attempts to reform the distribution sector have failed to make meaningful sustained impact. The sector has received three monumental Centre bailouts in the last nine years: 2012 Financial Rescue Package [80] ($21 bn debt restructuring), 2015 UDAY scheme ($32+ bn debt restructuring) [81], Covid-19/Atmanirbhar stimulus [84] bills ($120 bn commitment to energy sector, including $17 bn DisCom emergency liquidity support). Each bailout has been a response to a DisCom crisis that threatened the entire power sector and included a mix of cash-injections and operational improvement milestone–based subsidies.

Past bailouts and other reforms have failed because they have been limited technocratic solutions to DisCom problems that are inherently political and cultural.

3.3.1. Bailouts have been weak technocratic solutions

Technocratic bailouts have temporarily fixed liquidity issues but not the root political and cultural causes of dysfunction. Technocratic milestone driven subsidy components of the bailouts were based on unrealistic financial models and operational metrics with little likelihood for success [82].

Fig. 10. All-India-level DisCom annual aggregate and technical (AT&C) losses relative to losses of select private DisComs and UDAY scheme’s 15% AT&C target in 2019. Private DisCom losses shown are an average of losses from Tata Power (Delhi), Torrent Power (Ahmedabad and Gandhinagar), Torrent Power (Surat) and CESC Kolkata and Howrah. Data courtesy of ICRA [84].

---

6 In the power sector’s “cost-plus” framework regulatory set fixed-charges are designed to adequately account for plant depreciation, operation and maintenance expenses, loan interest and finance charges, interest on working capital, taxes, and return on equity [89].

7 In 2012, DisCom leverage was so high it threatened not only the power sector, but also contagion across the entire Indian financial sector [80].
3.3.2. Political problems prevent reform

The Centre lacks constitutional authority to impose unilateral change on state-owned DisComs, including strong consequences for reform measure non–compliance. State politicians understand the problems but are averse to implement strong reforms that adversely affect key voting blocks. This is further exacerbated by the fact that State politicians don’t have accountability for commercial losses, which result in frequent bailouts creating moral hazard.

3.3.3. Ingrained cultural attitudes prevent reform

Ingrained cultural beliefs make it politically challenging to structurally reform the power system, would threaten existing benefits to vested interests. Decades of political meddling and handouts have resulted in a cultural belief in the citizenry that power access is a fundamental right that cannot be restricted because of the inability to pay. This is further augmented by beliefs that socially minded governmental bureaucratic control is beneficial for society, and better than profit-driven, private management. Furthermore, maintaining DisCom employment is valued above employee accountability and efficiency.

4. Strategic sector risks and mitigation strategies

We will now discuss the following nine strategic sector investment risks and corresponding mitigation strategies:

1. Project development risk
2. Offtaker risk
3. Stranded asset risk
4. Volume risk
5. Curtailment risk
6. Regulatory risk
7. Inflation risk
8. Exchange rate risk
9. Tail risk

A timeline of when each risk threatens a RE project in its lifecycle is presented in Fig. 11. We emphasize that of the nine risks, offtaker risk is the dominant sector risk that most concerns investors [27,31,72,94].

4.1. Project development risk

4.1.1. Description

Land–based greenfield RE projects face significant project development risks during the 18–24 months process to commission an RE plant. These risks include time overruns, cost overruns and outright failure. Key bottlenecks include land acquisition, securing necessary financing and permits, obtaining grid connectivity, and plant construction. Legal and cultural idiosyncrasies [95] make land acquisition the most significant bottleneck. Land procurement for wind projects is particularly difficult and a major reason why wind capacity additions have fallen in recent years. This is because wind resources are often located far away from major population centers/transmission networks. Furthermore, 91% of national wind potential [96] is concentrated in just six states (Gujarat, Rajasthan, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, and Tamil Nadu). In absence of major reforms, the aforementioned risks will likely compound with time [8,97].

4.1.2. Mitigation strategies

Only invest in operational assets or proven developers: Investors can avoid development risks altogether by investing exclusively in brownfield operational assets. Those who take on development risk for higher returns can minimize risks by working with developer management teams with a proven track record of executing projects.

Avoid wind projects: Many IPPs now exclusively develop PV projects to avoid wind projects’ relatively higher development, volume, curtailment and offtaker risks. Sector CEOs expect [98] 50 GW PV vs 10 GW wind capacity additions over the next 5 years.

Solar parks: Central and state offtaker “solar park” projects [13] have low development risk. Solar parks are large, concentrated zones for large (1–30 GW) PV projects and offer the largest scale PPAs. They are designed to reduce generation costs through economies of scale and low development risk. Projects come with guaranteed land, transmission, and permitting rights. The government agency that awards solar park PPAs (e.g., SECI) plans, operates, and maintains the park. The agency identifies the site, obtains land access and statutory clearances, designs the plan to share development costs among IPPs, and provides all infrastructure services including water, transmission, roads, and drainage. Solar park projects offer IPPs lower risk and returns. Their competitive tariffs are the lowest in the market, and their land/transmission rights leases are higher than private market rates, lowering project equity internal rate of return (EIRR) [68].

Private land procurement strategies: IPPs can successfully procure land by targeting barren farmland, leasing land instead of buying, or outsourcing procurement to professional land aggregators.

4.2. Offtaker risk

4.2.1. Description

The most significant risk to Indian RE investments is offtaker risk [27,31,72,94], where an offtaker breaches its contractual obligations. There are three types of offtaker risk:

1. PPA signing delay/cancelation
2. Payment delay
3. PPA renegotiation/cancelation

DisComs are incentivized to pursue these tactics to reduce their financial distress in an environment of rapidly falling RE tariffs. Furthermore, they are undeterred from routinely breaching contracts because of poor legal contract enforceability.

We will now explain each type of offtaker risk and then discuss risk mitigation strategies that collectively address all three types.

4.2.2. PPA signing delay/cancelation

DisComs frequently delay signing PPAs or cancel after awarding state PPA auction Letter of Awards [29]. In NTPC/SECI auctions, DisComs similarly delay or withdraw commitments to sign PSAs [99]. Similar risks exist in the C&I/residential markets. With rapidly falling tariffs, offtakers resort to these tactics to avoid getting locked into procuring expensive electricity from plants installed just a few years back. PPA signing delay/cancelation occurs across most states—including India’s most credible Gujarat GUVNL DisComs, illustrated in the following case.

In October 2020, GUVNL awarded 700 MW of auctioned capacity, at Rs 2.78/kWh, for the Dholvera solar park [100]. Two months later, GUVNL auctioned 450 MW of PV capacity at an all–India record–low of Rs 1.99/kWh [101]. This price discovery led GUVNL to petition its state SERC to retender the 700 MW of Dholvera capacity, claiming its high tariffs would adversely burden DisComs and consumers. The regulator promptly approved GUVNL’s request “for the public good” [102], leaving winning IPPs as collateral damage [103] GUVNL previously cancelled auctioned capacity in 2018 (450 MW) and 2019 (700 MW), citing high tariffs [102]. These incidents in “bankable” Gujarat demonstrate just how pervasive PPA renegotiation/cancelation risk is.

4.2.3. Payment delay risk

Payment delay risk is the dominant and most constant risk to RE projects. It is the risk that contracted electricity will not be paid within contractual time or paid in full. Cash-strapped DisComs have adopted delaying payments as a business strategy to manage their cash flows and minimize taking on expensive working capital loans. Contractual payment time is typically 30–60 days from the time offtakers receive an invoice. However, RE generators face average DisCom payment delays
Payment delays hurt generators in multiple ways. First, it reduces a project’s realized EIRR. Payment delays create a liquidity strain for generators, limiting their ability to make timely debt payments and forces them to take expensive working capital loans. In such a scenario, existing lenders, weary of their exposure to default, are reluctant to provide fresh capital. New lenders are hesitant to take a secondary position on highly uncertain and tainted DisCom receivables. Second, for large IPPs (>2 GW portfolios) that utilize significant project cash accrual for growth, payment delays jeopardize competitive positioning in new auctions and successful implementation of awarded projects. Third, an established culture of substantial payment delay increases the sector risk premium, raising the cost of capital for new projects [27].

Fig. 13a illustrates how payment delays can significantly lower realized EIRR for a modeled utility-scale PV project relative to expectations [68]. The model assumes a base case expected EIRR, modifies one input variable at a time and assumes IPPs take working capital loans to compensate for cash flow shortfalls. The figure shows how the EIRR reduction depends on average payment delay time (i.e., number of months of receivables for IPPs) and the number of years the delay persists over the project PPA life (shown as different figure curves). In the extreme case of a 12-month payment delay occurring over the entire PPA life, the EIRR is reduced by around 500 basis points (bp). Such a scenario could easily occur with weak DisComs in Tamil Nadu or Andhra Pradesh.

The conventional protection against payment delays, PPA letters of credit (LCs) [105], are ineffective with DisComs (but effective with C&I offtakers). DisCom PPAs require parties to maintain revolving LCs (covering a two–month payment cycle for one year) but are rarely created in practice. PPAs specify which party—the DisCom or IPP—has to create the LCs and pay the associated opening fees with a bank. In instances where DisComs must open LCs, they rarely do so. In instances when IPP must open LCs, they don’t do so to avoid paying continuous LC related fees. Given this dysfunction, investors entirely discount LC provisions when valuing DisCom PPA cash flows in M&A transactions.

4.2.4. PPA renegotiation/cancelation
PPA renegotiation/cancelation is the risk that an offtaker will renegotiate or cancel signed PPAs. In such scenarios, IPPs risk debt default, negative equity returns, protracted legal fees, and stranded assets. We now discuss the infamous case of Andhra Pradesh (AP) to illustrate this risk. In 2019, AP’s newly elected Chief Minister unilaterally renegotiated billions of dollars’ worth of PPAs [33]. He alleged corrupt awarding of the PPAs under the previous government and questionably blamed [29, 33] the older high–cost PPAs for the huge losses of AP DisComs [107]. In reality newer project tariffs were lower due to recent technological advancements, economies of scale and contracting via

![Fig. 11. Timeline of strategic investment risks over an RE project’s life.](image-url)
reverse-auctions. Furthermore AP utilities had been among India’s most underperforming and indebted for decades [61,80,106].

AP DisComs initiated several unlawful actions including retrospectively cutting tariffs from old PPAs by 55% to match the most recent lowest levels ever recorded in India, threatening to cancel PPAs if new tariffs were not accepted, issuing notices to recover past payments for projects with higher tariffs, practically stopping all payments to RE IPPs, challenging RE’s must-run status, and cancelling over 20 under-construction RE projects [29]. AP’s ad-hoc actions stunned IPPs and global investors for several reasons. Firstly, 10% of India’s total RE capacity [33,34] was jeopardized in AP, previously India’s most RE investor-friendly state. Secondly, AP’s 55% downward tariff revisions threatened IPPs with debt default and negative equity returns [33]. Thirdly, for many IPPs with disproportionate portfolio exposure to AP the cash-flow hits would cause major stress at the holding–company level [33].

IPPs, who had stopped receiving payments from AP DisComs, legally challenged the AP’s actions. They succeeded in getting interim payments at the revised reduced tariff rates but subsequently suffered irregularly excessive curtailment from the state grid operator [108]. The case is still undecided in courts after two years of legal battles. This AP case study powerfully illustrates the fragility of rule of law, states’ autonomy in distribution and the election–dependent, extreme regulatory volatility investors can face in the largest democracy in the world.

4.2.4.1. Mitigation strategies. Portfolio diversification: Diversifying an asset portfolio across offtakers reduces idiosyncratic offtaker risk.

Contract with strong offtakers: Signing/buying PPAs with strong offtakers, who are financially strong enough to meet their payment obligations, is the dominant strategy to minimize payment risk. The strongest offtakers in the utility-scale market are SECI, NTPC and Gujarat DisComs, whereas A+ rated Indian and multinational corporations are the strongest offtakers for the C&I market. Section 5 provides a detailed discussion on offtaker strength analysis.

4.3. Stranded asset risk

4.3.1. Description

Stranded RE assets are operational assets that suffer premature devaluations or write-downs due to cash flow losses and lack of buyers. Potential buyers may avoid the asset out of fear of offtaker risk or curtailment (4.5). Such situations leave investors stranded with no ability to recycle invested capital into more lucrative investments.

4.3.2. Mitigation strategies

Contract with strong offtakers: Contracting with offtakers with no history of payment delay or PPA renegotiation reduces stranded asset risk.

Avoid high-tariff PPAs assets: Many investors avoid acquiring older RE assets with higher tariffs as they are more likely to face stranded asset risk. Additionally, IPPs and investors mitigate this risk by selling older assets after a few years—quickly unlocking their capital and transferring asset risk to buyers. Multiple investors interviewed stated that prior to reverse auctions (2017), they would have readily acquired RE assets with PPA tariffs between 7.0 and 10 Rs/kWh, but in 2021 they would not consider buying assets with tariffs above 4.0 Rs/kWh.

4.4. Volume risk

4.4.1. Description

Plant generation volume loss, relative to its projected generation, can occur due to inaccurate initial assumptions about weather and hardware generation efficiency over time. Hardware can perform sub-optimally due to degradation and sub-optimal cleaning from poor practices or water scarcity [109]. Wind projects have higher weather resource unpredictability and correspondingly higher risk premiums than solar projects [72].

RE plants are generally financed assuming a statistical base-case P–50 generation forecast, where a plant has a 50% chance of generating the forecasted amount. Across geographies, RE plant generation is often less than P–50 levels [110]. Utility-scale PV plants in the U.S. (with better data than India), underperform their P–50 estimates by 6.3%, even after adjusting for unexpected weather changes [110]. This means that the actual generation is closer to P–90 levels. For equity investors, who receive cash flows only after lenders and tax equity investors have been paid, systematic generation underperformance to P–90 levels could cut cash yields by 50% during the plant’s life. Undressed, systemic generation underperformance can significantly undermine realized IRRs.

Fig. 13b illustrates the damaging impact of volume loss on realized EIRR for a modeled utility-scale PV project [68]. The model treats volume loss as a constant-percentage annual loss of generation during a specific time period (shown as different curves). Annual volume loss of 7.5% over the PPA life typically reduces the EIRR by around 500 bp. Such a scenario could occur if plant PV modules do not have the technology to protect against “light- and elevated-temperature-induced degradation” (LeTID), which can reduce generation by up to 16% over time [111].

We note that ensuring reliable and affordable water procurement for
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4.4.2. Mitigation strategies

**Thorough due diligence:** Whether developing projects or acquiring operational assets, thorough due diligence on factors influencing plant generation can reduce volume risk. Variables to assess include hardware manufacturer bankability, hardware technology degradation rates and warranties, hardware condition, area water stress, and historic/recent plant area weather conditions.

**Experienced O&M teams:** Hiring experienced O&M teams with rigorous metrics on performance, service availability, and response time will further limit potential cash-flow losses [110].

**Water management strategies:** Robotic cleaning and PV modules with anti-soiling coatings can mitigate water needs for module cleaning. Compared to manual cleaning, robotic cleaning can increase generation by 1–2%, and has a payback period of 2–3 years [112].

4.5. Curtailment risk

4.5.1. Description

Curtailment is an involuntary reduction in a generator’s output due to the grid operator restricting electricity delivery from the generator to the grid. Curtailment irrecoverably impairs project cash-flow and undermines the generator’s timely ability to service debt. We note curtailment is often classified as a form of off-taker or volume risk.

Curtailment occurs for technical or commercial reasons. Technical curtailment can occur due to transmission congestion, lack of transmission access, excess generation during low-demand periods, and frequency requirements [56,113]. Renewable generation, compared to thermal power, is more susceptible to technical curtailment because it can be more easily switched off and is highly intermittent. Curtailment can alternatively be commercially motivated to reduce DisCom costs (implemented via DisCom collusion with state grid operators). There is increasing evidence of commercial curtailment being selectively enforced on older high tariff RE sources, done under the guise of maintaining grid stability to circumvent the RE must-run status [114].

Curtailment risk is rising as increasing amounts of cheaper RE capacity is added to India’s grid that is not growing fast enough [26] to accommodate it. Fig. 14 shows the concerning slowdown in annual growth of net transmission capacity; from 9% in 2015 to 2.6% in 2019 [29]. The slowdown has been attributed to underfunding and project delays [115]. Various Centre initiatives [116] to increase inter-state and intra-state transmission and distribution capacity to accommodate growing RE (including the Green Energy Corridor) have been major disappointments [29,115].

4.5.2. Mitigation strategies

**Avoiding high-risk states:** Curtailment risk depends on a complex set of interdependent variables—making it difficult to accurately quantify. Investors, however, can partially mitigate it by avoiding states with high risks factors including anticipated low future power demand, high grid congestion, high RE penetration, history of frequent curtailment and weak DisComs. In mergers and acquisitions (M&A) due diligence, investors rely on detailed load flow analyses [117,118] to assess curtailment probabilities.

Fig. 14. India’s annual power transmission capacity additions and cumulative growth rate. Data courtesy of CERC and IEEFA [29].

Avoid wind assets: Compared to PV assets, wind assets are more vulnerable to curtailment because of their higher seasonal/diurnal generation variability. During high wind season, curtailment is common due to oversupply/grid congestion.

Avoid high-tariff RE assets: Higher tariff RE assets are more likely to experience commercial curtailment and payment delays.

**PPA protection:** Recent SECI/NTPC PPAs have curtailment compensation clauses that benefit generators on a DisCom “back-to-back” basis. The amount of electricity curtailed, for reasons except transmission unavailability or grid security issues, is compensated at half the contracted tariff price. The majority of existing RE PPAs, however, do not stipulate curtailment reimbursement [14].

M&A deferred payouts: In M&A transactions, buyers generally have more conservative views about future asset generation/curtailment than sellers. Buyers can protect themselves by paying an agreed-upon base acquisition price and make subsequent deferred compensation payments (typically over 2–3 years) linked to realized cash-flows.

4.6. Regulatory risk

4.6.1. Description

Unexpected regulatory changes-in-law can detrimentally impact expected investor returns. Recent major examples of such change-in-law include: The Goods–and–Service–Tax (GST) [119], 40% customs duty on imported PV modules [120], and new Open Access charges [73].

4.6.2. Mitigation strategies

**PPA change-in-law clauses:** Such clauses stipulate that if a new law is enacted after a PPA is signed, the unanticipated costs incurred by an IPP will be fully compensated through a tariff increase or reimbursement.

**Group Captive Open-Access Projects:** For Open Access projects, structuring projects in a group captive model [74] is the primary strategy to mitigate regulatory uncertainty (i.e., large increases in existing or new Open Access charges). The EA exempts group captive projects from the Cross Subsidy Surcharge and Additional Surcharge (AS), which together form a substantial portion of total Open Access charges [73,74]. Group captives have become the default model after most states withdrew charge waivers for third party RE projects in 2019 [73]. Group captive procurement is cheaper than grid tariffs in most states. Important exceptions include Gujarat, which does not permit it, and Maharashtra, which levied a new 1.31/kWh AS on group captives [73].
4.7. Inflation risk

4.7.1. Description

Unexpectedly high inflation is a significant and systematically underestimated sector risk. High inflation can damage realized EIRRs through increasing plant CapEx and debt servicing costs.

Several factors make sector investments especially vulnerable to inflation risk. First, the sector has fixed-price PPAs with (0–4%) annual escalation not linked to inflation. Second, 90% of power is sold through long-term bilateral PPAs. RE generators don’t sell significant amounts of power on the thin spot market, which could offer inflation protection. Third, due to extreme competitive market pressure, IPPs often make aggressively low tariff bids with little room for unexpected costs. Fourth, IPPs typically assume 3–4% annual inflation over a 15–25 year PPA lifetime. This is significantly lower than India’s Consumer Price Index (CPI) over the last decade (Fig. 15).

Inflation risk is presently a growing global concern due to pandemic-related macroeconomic forces: unprecedented expansive monetary and fiscal stimulus, widespread supply-chain shortages, and home-shoring of supply chains including PV. In India, Mono-crystalline PERC PV module prices have increased by 25% over the last year [123]. Concurrently, Indian CPI has twice surpassed [124] the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) 2–6% inflation comfort range, prompting speculation of a potential rise in interest rates. Recent modelling [106] of PV projects aggressively bid at Rs 2.0/kWh (the record low bids in 2020), suggests that at present $0.26/W Mono-PERC prices, a 1% rise in financing rates (from 8 to 9%), would push project Debt Service Coverage Ratios into default territory [68].

4.7.2. Mitigation strategies

**Derivative hedging:** Derivatives can be purchased to hedge large unexpected inflation movements over the PPA-lifetime. Most IPPs, however, do not hedge for inflation due to their cost-sensitivity in a competitive environment, belief that future inflation will be 4% (as evidenced in 2016–2020), and a business strategy to sell project-equity after the initial few years.

**Debt strategies:** Investors can mitigate interest rate movements by financing with appropriate rate assumptions, taking on long-tenor fixed-rate debt (e.g., fixed coupon bullet bonds), and borrowing in USD [27, 125] at a fixed coupon rate.

4.8. Foreign exchange rate risk

4.8.1. Description

Investors ultimately care about returns in the currency they have obligations in: debt repayment for IPPs, payouts to limited partners for PE funds, or pension payments for institutional investors. Investors get exposed to foreign exchange risk if there is a mismatch between their currency of ultimate interest and the Rupee, in which they harvest RE asset cash-flows.

In their financial models, most investors assume 4–5% annual INR depreciation against the dollar, comparable to observed depreciation [126] over the last decade. Higher rupee depreciation over a plant’s life due to high Indian economic growth and/or high inflation, will compromise investor returns.

4.8.2. Mitigation strategies

**Currency hedging:** Market-based hedging is expensive in the Indian derivatives market [27] due to lack of volume and liquidity. The cost of fully hedging INR cash-flows is 7–8%, undermining equity returns and often eliminating basis arbitrage between borrowings in foreign vs. domestic markets [27].

**Global portfolio diversification:** In a globally diverse portfolio [31] with cash-flows from various currencies, losses from one particular currency can get offset by gains from a different currency. Most foreign institutional investors have such protection through global diversification mandates.

4.9. Tail risk

4.9.1. Description

RE assets face investment tail risk due to cyberattacks and electromagnetic pulses triggered by a solar geomagnetic storm or a manmade thermonuclear denotation [127,128]. Such events can severely impair or shut down the grid, producing widespread offtaker default under PPA ‘force majeure’ clauses [129]. Recent high profile cyberattacks demonstrate how tangible such tail risk is. Kudankulam, India’s largest nuclear power plant, was cyberattacked in 2019 [130] and a segment of the Mumbai electricity grid was shut down by alleged Chinese hackers in 2020 [131]. As India faces increasing Cyberattacks [132] from hostile adversaries ranging from Pakistan [133] to China and North Korea [134], tail risk will increase substantially.

4.9.2. Mitigation strategies

Investors cannot directly mitigate tail risk, but they can gain protection by:

**Purchasing insurance:** Hedging through purchasing appropriate insurance [135].

**Lobbying to harden the Indian grid:** Lobby the Indian government to harden the electric grid against such risks, as Chinese, North Korean, and Russian governments have already done [136].

5. Offtaker strength analysis

5.1. Central offtaker risk analysis

5.1.1. Perceived security with central offtakers

IPPs now strongly prefer contracting through central offtakers versus directly with state DisComs due to their perceived lower risk. Central offtakers’ auction capacity volumes have overtaken those of state DisComs since 2016 (Fig. 16) [68]. Their auctions attract lower IPP tariffs with 200 bp lower EIRRs. In M&A transactions, investors are willing to pay “full value” for assets backed by SECI/NTPC PPAs due to certainty of timely payment [67].

Central offtakers are considered very bankable because of their following characteristics detailed below: sovereign parentage, SECI Payment Security Fund, tripartite agreements, and large auction
NTPC and SECI have sovereign parentage since they are, respectively, 56% and 100% owned by the Centre. Both play a strategically important role in the RE sector, a high Centre priority. In this context, investors view NTPC/SECI PPAs as quasi-sovereign guarantees. Both NPTC/SECI have an established history of timely payments (Fig. 12), with no instances of breaching contracts.

Furthermore, SECI maintains a Payment Security Fund (PSF) to protect against DisCom payment delay/default, lack of grid access for power evacuation, and other delays defaults. The PSF is a cash reserve that provides generators interest-free working capital if these events occur. If a DisCom defaults and LC/default escrow agreements provide insufficient coverage, SECI can access PSF funds to pay a generator the balance amount (within 21 days of default). The DisCom must pay SECI the equivalent amount plus delay charges to replenish PSF reserves within ten days of SECI’s payment to the generator. If a DisCom does not pay after six months from the payment due date, SECI can enforce its last resort protection through tripartite agreement (described below). Furthermore, in the case of persistent defaults, SECI has the right to divert generated power to a third party. The PSF is presently $164 million large (6/21) [137].

NTPC/SECI are also beneficiaries of the tripartite agreement, a contract between the Centre, RBI, and states. If a DisCom repeatedly defaults, the agreement authorizes the Centre to request the RBI to debit the amount due in the state’s RBI account, and credit the equivalent amount to the account of NTPC/SECI. SECI has invoked the agreement several times to collect late dues from DisComs in AP and Karnataka [138]. Tripartite agreements serve as significant deterrents to DisCom payment delays and defaults [70, 94].

NTPC and SECI also have very large auction volumes and they are expected to tender 6–8 GW of RE capacity per year for the next 7–10 years [67], providing IPPs the opportunity to build attractive large scale project portfolios.

Some investors interviewed stated they feel more comfortable contracting with NTPC than SECI due to its significantly larger balance sheet and longer-standing relationship with DisComs. However, our comprehensive examination of SECI vs NTPC RE auctions (conducted at similar time and place) does not elicit any significant differences in tariffs and implied risk premiums.

5.1.2. Risks with central offtakers

SECI and NTPC PPAs are exposed to multiple risks.

The primary risk is counterparty risk. Fundamentally, RE-trading cash-flows for central offtakers accrue from credit-weak DisComs. This exposure has historically resulted in large payment delays from several DisComs [70].

Related counterparty risks accrue from back-to-back PPA clauses. Recent SECI/NTPC PPAs (since 2019) contain new back-to-back clauses limiting their fulfilment of significant obligations only if they are fulfilled by DisComs [66]. These clauses limit SECI/NTPC liabilities and pose clear, non-trivial risks to generators. New fine print emphasizes that SECI/NTPC are only power trading intermediaries and links a PPA signed between SECI/NTPC and a generator to a PSA between SECI/NTPC and the DisCom. This unambiguously establishes the DisCom as the ultimate counterparty and negates any interpretation implying pooling of counterparties with respect to each PPA signed. Furthermore, only generator tariff payment obligations (i.e., monthly bills, supplementary bills and change-in-law payments) are direct obligations of SECI/NTPC. Every other obligation is pass-through. This means that critical PPA obligations like opening an LC, creating a payment security fund, and compensation for grid issues, will be met by SECI/NTPC only if DisComs comply with the obligations. Tellingly, LCs obligations have rarely been created for recently signed SECI/NTPC PPAs [66]. The PPAs also limit SECI/NTPC liabilities under several DisCom default scenarios. For example, if a relevant SERC does not adopt a DisCom’s tariff within two months of PPA signing, the PPA stands cancelled with no liability to SECI/NTPC, substantially jeopardizing the IPPs. Additionally, DisCom payment delays under a PSA and repudiation of the corresponding PPA can trigger termination of the PPA, with no liability for SECI/NTPC [66]. Rigorous risk analysis of these updated SECI/NTPC PPAs must consider the risk profile of the specific back-to-back counterparty (i.e., specific DisCom).

Furthermore, the inapplicability of PSF to new schemes must be adequately accounted for when assessing risks with central offtakers. The PSF presently only applies to capacities tendered under the Nehru Solar Mission (Phase II: Batch I, III, IV). If other auctioned capacities experience DisCom default and leave SECI with an immediate cash shortfall, SECI would need to cope using internal funds, taking on external borrowings, or requesting immediate liquidity injection from MNRE [70]. SECI has been criticised [139–141] for too quickly assuming rapidly growing payment liabilities to IPPs (30x liability increase between 2016 and 2022 [14]). To deal with growing liabilities, SECI has requested MNRE to extend the existing PSF to all new auction schemes, and recently required auction bidders to deposit $7000/MW on commissioning assets for PSF use [70].

5.2. DisCom offtaker risk analysis

Among state DisComs, Gujarat’s four DisComs (part of the GUVNL holding group) are regarded as the unparalleled strongest offtakers. They are the only DisComs with a decade long track record of sustained profitability, low AT&C losses, and timely 30 day (and often early) payment times. Gujarat auctions generally command low–tariffs and investor EIRRs on par with those of NTPC/SECI, implying a comparable perceived risk premium [68]. To evaluate other state DisComs, IPPs and investors must do deeper due diligence. Among interviewees, the seven most commonly used metrics to assess DisCom strength were identified as:

1. Credit rating
2. Average payment days
3. Expected area electricity supply–demand gap
4. Debt finance credit rating

---

Fig. 16. Central offtaker’s annual share of total auctioned Indian utility scale PV and wind capacity. Data courtesy of CEEW and the IEA [68].
5. Track record of PPA renegotiation/cancellation
6. Degree of revenue dependence on state subsidies
7. State government fiscal strength (proxy for capacity to sustain DisCom subsidies)

5.3. C&I offtaker risk analysis

C&I IPPs mitigate offtaker risk by signing PPAs with A to BBB creditrated corporations. This market—segment—approximately 800 companies across India—represents only 5% of Indian corporations [143]. Some IPPs discount external credit ratings believing they do not accurately reflect the likelihood of a prospect to reliably make payments over 15–25 years. Such IPPs rely on their own proprietary assessment of prospects with heavier weightage on their corporate governance and business stability. Instances of payment delay or PPA renegotiation/cancelation are very rare for strong corporate offtakers since electricity is an essential business necessity and, for certain industrial manufacturers 30–40% [74] of their total expenditures. In the event of aggressively delayed payments, IPPs can punitive curtail electricity, forcing offtakers to procure higher-cost grid tariffs and face protracted legal proceedings.

Narrow IPP focus on the strongest corporate offtakers, has left most of the non-traditional potential buyers underserved: unrated and lower-rated corporations, SMEs, non-profit institutions, and residential customers. It is challenging to reliably assess the creditworthiness, and long-term business/cash-flow stability of these potential customers due to limited availability of reliable data and/or IPP/customer information asymmetry.

After concluding that a non-traditional prospect has stable cash-flows and an enduring long-run incentive to procure cheaper-than-grid electricity IPPs are typically unable to raise project debt financing. For such customers IPPs expect high 15–20%+ Rs EIRRs to compensate for the risk and typically choose CAPEX projects [73,74], where customers pay all upfront costs.

Recently, some corporate buyers have experienced credit-rating downgrades due to Covid–19 related financial challenges—resulting in higher tariffs for new PPAs [75]. IPPs are now performing increased due diligence on corporate—buyers’ market positions, relationships with vendors, and GST filing trends [75]. IPPs are introducing new PPA damage—mitigation clauses in the event of future pandemics and other force majeure events [73]. On the other hand, pandemic related financial—challenges are prompting increasing numbers of corporate and lower-tier buyers to explore purchasing corporate—PPAs to improve their operating leverage.

6. Why do investors invest despite the risks?

Despite the risks presented in this paper, the RE sector is still able to attract billions of dollars in investment from existing and new investors every quarter. These facts raise the question: Why are investors deploying capital in the RE sector despite all the risks?

Our primary research suggests that in the face of significant risks, investors are deploying sizable capital because they are confident of India’s long-run robust demand for RE (8–10 GW/year) [67,144], driven by policy and market forces and the Centre’s commitment to resolve sector issues. Investors are further encouraged by the bankability of central offtakers as intermediate procurers, overiding DisComs’ distress and their conviction that the judiciary will adequately uphold contracts in the long-run. Finally, investors are driven by the fundamentals of sector investment value: 7–10% USD EIRRs, large market size, high deal liquidity and ESG-mandate fit [145].

7. Open questions on sector risk outlook

The Indian RE sector is changing rapidly with new policies, market players, and technology improvements every quarter. Amidst rapid change, we encourage stakeholders to inform their sector risk outlook by continuously assessing the following questions:

7.1. How sustainable is intermediary central offtake?

As intermediary offtakers, SECI/NTPC are playing a crucial sector role in increasing investor confidence, despite DisComs’ poor creditworthiness. If DisComs finances are not sustainably fixed, SECI/NTPC could eventually have last-resort liabilities for 100s of GW worth of PPAs—posing risk to Centre finances and taxpayers [14]. In event of a financial crisis, the Centre may be forced to suddenly retroactively cut RE obligations, as EU countries did with their unsustainable RE Feed-in-Tariffs [146–148] after the Great Financial Crisis.

7.2. How quickly will tariffs fall?

The trajectory of new RE project tariffs (i.e., continuing fast declines) will shape future PPA signing delay/renegotiation and stranded asset risks. Tariffs will be determined by PV module costs and financing costs. Present drivers for higher module costs are inflationary pressures, supply-chain bottlenecks, silver price increases, module made-in-India auction requirements [150], and announced 40% import duty [151]. Competing drivers for lower module cost are PERC technology improvements [149] and manufacturing scale-up [152], and fierce manufacturer competition. Financing costs will be determined by evolving international/domestic interest rates, plus the sector risk premium.

7.3. How will the procurement model change?

If RE production costs continue to decline, they will lead to value deflation of incremental RE added to the grid and growing RE grid integration challenges. Furthermore, offtakers will have disincentive to honour older, higher-priced RE and thermal PPAs. These forces, coupled with increasing inflation-risk for IPPs, will likely push both IPPs and offtakers to increase spot market transactions. Spot procurement can help offtakers lower their long-run procurements costs. Spot sales can help IPPs minimize offtake, curtailment, stranded asset, and inflation risks. India’s spot market is currently thin and illiquid; long-term PPAs dominate, accounting for 88% of generation volume [153]. Widespread adoption of the following emerging procurement models [73] will dramatically change incentives/risks for all stakeholders: Round—the-clock PPAs, Real time market trading, the Green Term–Ahead market, derivatives for the short-term market, Virtual PPAs, and Interstate PPAs.

7.4. How likely is major sector reform?

There are growing calls for major power sector reforms to address underlying structural failures. This urgency for reform has heightened amidst strained central and state government finances from the Covid–19 crisis. The three most frequently advocated reform proposals are DisCom privatization [82,84,154], separating carriage and content [80,84], and a direct—benefit transfer (DBT) electricity subsidy [155]. These three reform proposals are comprehensively detailed in SM Table II If any of the three reforms is successfully implemented, it would largely resolve offtaker/stranded asset risk attributable to DisCom financial weakness.

Silver is used for the front surface electrode of PERC cells due to its high conductivity and corrosion-resistance. Silver costs represent approximately 5%–6% of total module costs and the PV industry currently uses 10% of annual supply [149]. The PV industry has historically been unable to find scalable low-cost replacement electrode materials. Growing demand in electronics, bio-medical devices, and other clean-energy technologies, coupled with investor interest in hedging macroeconomic inflation, could cause large silver price increases this decade.
Among the three reforms proposals, the DBT scheme likely has the greatest chance of widespread implementation across India due to the following practical advantages: First, target beneficiaries (i.e., currently important voter blocks) will transparently continue to receive subsidized electricity and have no incentive to oppose it. Second, politicians, regulators, and DisCom officials will retain their existing authority resulting in no incentive to oppose it. Third, DBT schemes have already been successfully proven for liquid propane gas [156,157] and rural job guarantee [158] subsidies across India. Fourth, as part of Covid-stimulus reform measures, the Centre has already successfully motivated two states (Madhya Pradesh and AP) to implement farmer DBT schemes to replace free/subsidized power, in return for increased Centre borrowing limits [159]. Both states will expand their DBT pilot programs state-wide in FY21-22. Moving forward, it is likely that the BJP–party-led Centre will collaborate with BJPs–led states to implement more electricity DBT schemes. DisCom privatization could be coupled with DBT implementation to improve DisCom operations and protect the poor from higher privately-set tariffs.

8. Conclusion

The Centre has set an ambitious 450 GW RE target for 2030 to meet Indias enormous power demand growth. The required new financing of $600 bn dwarfs present sector capital flow. Mobilizing increased capital will only be possible if stakeholders are confident they can navigate the sectors significant investment risks.

This work builds upon theoretical and theoretical and empirical studies on the impact of RE investment risks in emerging and developed economies published over the last two decades. We have complemented this body of work by presenting insights on Indian RE sector risks distilled from 40 primary field interviews with relevant leading sector stakeholders. We have discussed nine strategic RE investment risks and corresponding mitigation strategies. We have emphasized that off-taker risk is the most dominant, and inflation risk and tail risk, the most underestimated. All nine risks will likely increase in the future.

Risks derive from politicization of the power sector, poor legal contract enforceability, a competitive market environment of rapidly falling RE tariffs, and inflexible power procurement models. These have led to a status quo where project execution is difficult, and DisComs have neither the ability nor incentive to make timely payments, honour contracts, and facilitate private distributed RE projects.

Prior efforts to reform DisComs—including three bailouts in the last eight years—have failed to make lasting improvements because the Centre has limited constitutional ability to unilaterally reform the power sector. It instead can only rely upon its soft power to incentivize or coax states to reform.

Central offtakers now dominate utility-scale auction capacity as intermediaries to insulate IPPs from directly contracting with risky DisComs. Presently billions of dollars have been invested in this large market for 7–9% USD returns and growth opportunities. Current investors have confidence in NTPC/SECI’s bankability and the Centres commitment to resolve sector issues. These investors, however, are neither investing at the levels nor the rate required to meet Indias 450 GW target. The ultimate resolution to offtaker/stranded asset risks would be a combination of major policy reform and adoption of more flexible power procurement models. How, if, and when these traspire remains uncertain.

All eyes are watching India navigate its energy transition. If India can mobilize the capital and execution to achieve its 450 GW RE target, not just India, but the entire world stands to benefit. Indias transformation into a sustainable global superpower would set a powerful example for other emerging markets and make earths climate safer for us all.
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